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The subject areas of Coatings, Dyes and Interface Engineering are rarely seen together
although there is potentially a huge synergy from embracing coatings-dyes-interface
interactions. This allows an enabling science that aligns with global grand challenges such
as net zero (batteries, renewal energy systems, low drag, antifouling and low friction interfaces,
self-healing coatings, functionally graded, composite and multi-layered coatings sustainability
of coatings, etc.), biomedical/health technologies, space and security. Coatings, dyes and
interfaces engineering are used to optimize the functionality and to improve the entire
function of materials and surfaces. Coatings have a wide range of forms, such as paints,
adhesives, semiconductor thin films, hard facings and have a varied application route such as
mechanical systems, solar cells, domestic appliances, photonics, smart coatings, micro-
electronics, offshore renewables, biomedical and photographic films. Several application and
synthesis methods, such as sol–gel, spin, dip, physical and chemical vapour deposition, thermal
spray, weld overlays, plasma electrolytic oxidation, atomic layer deposition, electroplating and
so on, have been used for thin or thick hard and soft coatings and films.

This article looks at recent state-of-the-art and related special issues and review papers to identify
trends and future challenges for research in these areas. In scope for embracing coatings-dyes-
interface interactions are thin and thick, composite, hard and soft coatings, coating structure and
properties, processes for coating deposition, modification and characterization techniques,
functional, smart, self-healing and sensing coatings, dyes, pigments and their intermediates.
These in turn rely on fundamental mechanical and chemical as well as functional properties of
surfaces and interfaces, theoretical and computational modelling of surfaces and interfaces as well as
colloids, nanoparticles and large interfaces. The key to improved performance of coatings-dyes-
interface engineering is understanding the manufacturer-composition-properties-performance
interactions aligned to the service environment and operating conditions. Such research will be
essential for energy research, photovoltaics, battery and electrochemical surfaces, biomedical
applications, electronic applications of dyes and pigments, low friction, efficient machines and
low drag, hydrophobic and nature inspired coatings. However, new understanding is needed for
dynamic interfaces covering wear, corrosion, erosion for example. Modern measurement and
imaging systems now allow in-situ and non-destructive monitoring of these interfaces.
Miniaturisation of sensors and embedding sensors alongside or within interfaces is now possible
which should provide a digital data stream for machine learning algorithms to allow smart interface
management. Therefore, the challenges now lie around the synthesis and characterization of thin
films andmultifunctional coatings and the use of novel interface characterization techniques (Special
Issue, 2022) and Butt, M.A (Butt, 2022).

Drivers

Currently, industry and their designers are seeking improved efficiency of surface-surface
interactions and extended service life times of engineering components, particularly those that
operate in harsh environments (e.g., corrosive, high-temperature, and varied mechanical loading
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conditions), for multi-industrial sector applications (Mondal et al., 2021).
Recent drivers to create biomimetic surfaces (nature inspired surfaces)
have also challenged the engineering and generation of such surfaces.

There are still challenges around filling gaps in knowledge of how
materials and coatings respond to service conditions that inhibit their
replacement. Recent work looks at real-time evaluation of the mechanical
response ofmaterials which is essential to enable improved performance of
coated systems (Amer et al., 2022). Details of the microstructural-
compositional changes and their evolution are critical to improved
interface engineering designs to extend life and functionality of these
surfaces. Instrumented mechanical testing can provide in-situ
measurement of the degradation and crack propagation mechanisms
within coatings during service relevant loading conditions. Different
real-time monitoring techniques have been used such as scanning and
tunnelling electron microscopy to monitor the deformation and fracture
mechanisms at multiple scale lengths. Digital image correlation systems
and acoustic emissions sensors have been used formeasuring surface strain
fields and stress waves released within and on surfaces, respectively.

The increasing demand for more sustainable products in response
to societal challenges has been driving research efforts to develop novel
sustainable coatings solutions by deploying green materials or
processes while offering desired performance in a variety of
applications (Pourhashem, 2020). Another key driver that
challenges conventional coating selection is legislation around the
registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction of chemicals
(REACH) which is still driving development of replacement
coatings for Hard Chromium and Cadmium for example. The
difficulty is that there is incomplete understanding of how coatings
deliver extremely good tribological and corrosion resistance.

Coatings–soft and hard or thick and thin
face challenges

There is a very large family of coating deposition types, compositions,
thicknesses and hardness that can be selected. This article will touch on a
few to give examples of challenges researchers need to solve. Starting with
phosphate conversion coatings, where recent research highlights the
importance of the acid-pickling conditions used to clean substrates
needs to be understood. Inorganic acids need to be compared to less
harmful organic acids as recent studies show significant differences in the
coating morphology and chemical composition whereas no changes in
coating weight or porosity were found when using organic acids. The
study also showed the importance of understanding process such as bath
temperature-substrate interactions that control appearance, porosity and
composition of such conversion coatings (Díaz et al., 2021).

Another family of coatings are generated by electrodeposition that
use acidic and alkaline aqueous baths but these suffer from hydrogen
gas evolution, low Coulombic efficiencies, and environmental toxicity.
Switching to ionic liquids to overcome such drawbacks has gained
significant attention (Maniam and Paul, 2020). The electrodeposition
of composite coatings containing particles in a metal matrix is
reviewed by (Walsh and Larson, 2020). Key challenges they
conclude are i) understanding the interactions among bath
composition, operational conditions and deposit properties and ii)
limitations in models describing composite electrodeposition.

Cold gas dynamic spray or simply cold spray (CS) is a kinetic based
coating process that can deposit metallic, ceramic, polymer and metal
matrix composite (MMC) coatings and can use nanostructured materials

without changing theirmicrostructure. The challenges for cold spray are i)
the microstructural bonding mechanisms for material systems, ii) the
quantification of the process parameters and the behaviour of thematerial
systems during deposition (Moridi et al., 2014).

The deposition of a family of functional coatings using volatile
compounds are offered by the chemical vapor deposition processes but
these still require better understanding of and modelling of the multi-scale
phenomena induced (Igumenov and Lukashov, 2022). These include
quantum effects, molecular dynamics, kinetic Monte Carlo methods, as
well as computational fluid dynamics in the framework of macroscopic
continuum models (Cheimarios et al., 2021); (Cave et al., 2008). Another
challenge here is that macroscopic CFD modelling of heat, substance, and
momentum transfer processes are currently based on databases and as
(Bernard et al., 2007) points out, without high-quality and system specific
data, even the most advanced model maybe compromised.

Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is widely used to deposit thin films
but there is a need to optimise by increasing plasma ionization, decreasing
dark areas (zones where there is no deposition), improving target use,
enhancing atomic bombardment efficiency, or even increasing the
deposition rate and optimizing the selection of gases to improve thin
film quality and increase adhesion to the substrate (Baptista et al., 2018).
Due to the increasing maintenance costs of hydraulic machines caused by
cavitation erosion and/or erosion by solid particles, PVD coatings offer a
solution. The designs use the hardness/elastic modulus (H/E) ratio
(inverse plasticity model) to predict resistance. In the case of
cavitation erosion and solid particle erosion, a weak correlation is seen
based onH/E but in tribological tests, there is evidence of some correlation
exists (Krella, 2020). Therefore, better understanding of the damage
mechanisms and thus the properties needed to be modelled is needed.

Hybrid deposition processes are being explored as protective
coatings such as high-velocity oxygen–fuel coupled physical vapor
deposition (HVOF-PVD) duplex coatings. These duplex coatings
superimpose the synergistic advantages of coatings deposited by
HVOF and PVD, where the traditional weaknesses of each
technique are modified to a great certain extent (Zhang et al., 2022).

Challenges specific to certain coating
applications

Hip and knee joint replacements in patients can produce metallic ions
and particles fromboth the bearing surfaces and non-articulating interfaces
(taper joints). These can cause hypersensitivity and local tissue necrosis
while particles originating from polymer cups have been associated with
aseptic loosening and osteolysis. A possible solution is offered by ceramic
coatings that inhibit ion release from the underlying material caused by
corrosion. However, there are challenges around adhesion of implant
coatings (Skjöldebrand et al., 2022).

Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBCs) used to protect structural parts in
both industrial and aviation gas turbines are deposited using electron
beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) and atmospheric plasma
spraying (APS). These coatings have been challenged recently to resist
CMAS (Calcium-Magnesium-Alumino-Silicate) attack and thus research
to develop new systems is needed. Another area that needs attention is
understanding the ideal modification needed to the bond coat surface,
such as laser-assisted processes, before depositing the topcoat to extend
lifetime of TBCs. Within the context of increased use of renewables, gas
turbines will play an increasing role to fill the gap between energy demand
and generation. This operational requirement shows TBC research needs
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to be focused on the effects of varying operation times and different
heating and cooling phases (Vaßen et al., 2022). Environmental barrier
coatings (EBC) to protect Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC) used in
gas-turbine engines are another family of coatings that need to be
developed to improve performance. Current challenges are the
optimisation of sintering temperatures and understanding how to
control grain growth rates (Paksoy and Xiao, 2022).

System performance in Li-ion batteries (LiBs) and supercapacitors is
hugely reliant on cathodematerials used. Research challenges focus on the
surface modification of the electrode materials by coatings for ease of
synthesis and cost effectiveness. Coating techniques used include wet
chemical (e.g., sol-gel), dry deposition (spray, CDV and atomic layer) and
electroless plating. The challenges for the wet deposition techniques are to
better understand the surface properties of the cathode to boost
performance and to capture the liquid, dispersant and pH effects on
coating uniformity (Chaudhary et al., 2021).

Smart icephobic coatings based on polymeric systems are of growing
interest to inhibit icing on blades to enablewind turbines and aircraft to operate
efficiently.However,more research isneeded (Shamshiri et al., 2021) to improve
performance. This is also true of other functionalised polymer coatings for
biocompatibility, osteoinduction, hydrophobicity, self-healing, antibacterial
performance and drug sustained release for a wide range of biomedical
applications (Li et al., 2018). New research is also needed to improve the
adhesion performance of polymeric coatings for ship hulls designed with
tunable viscoelasticity (Smith and Lamprou, 2014; Verma et al., 2019).

The hydrophobic properties of modified graphene oxide can reduce
the migration and adsorption of corrosive species and thus be used to
improve the corrosion resistance of composite materials. Thus different
processes to produce graphene oxide and their incorporation into a
coating are being actively explored (Kumari Ola et al., 2021).

Dyes

Traditionally organic dyes have been used for colouring textiles, food
and hair but recently have become increasingly important in advanced
materials. These functional dyes can, for example, be used to convert
sunlight in solar cells, in optical data storage, and in sensors as well as for
the labelling of biomolecules. Current research is focused on supporting
their application in organic electronics, for example, in organic field-effect
transistors (OFETs) (Special Issue, 2010). Supramolecular systems such as
monolayer and multilayer, polymer films of various crown-containing
dyes, surface-activemonomers and polymers are active areas of research as
is the design, production and investigation of the membrane
nanostructures based on crown ethers. These nanostructures can serve
as convenient models for studying the self-organization and molecular
recognition processes at interfaces. This could lead to the development of
surfaces that possess specific properties such as chemosensor,
photochromic and photorefractive functions (Zaitsev et al., 2010). The
role of dyes in the photoinitiation processes of polymerization reactions
along with the introduction of the silyl radical chemistry that enhances the
polymerization efficiency are reviewed by Fouassier (Fouassier et al., 2010).

Interface engineering

Interface monitoring that goes beyond classic approaches of vibration
and friction measurement is needed. The emerging techniques that
monitor acoustic emissions, optical line scans of surface topography, in-

situ and ex-situ electrochemical techniques for detailing the electrochemical
reactions occurring during corrosion and tribocorrosion are good
examples. Such electrochemical techniques include the scanning
vibrating electrode, scanning microcell, scanning Kelvin probe, Kelvin
probe forcemicroscopy, and scanning electrochemicalmicroscopy that can
characterize the surfaces at the micro and nano scale (Thierry et al., 2021).

Another issue for interfaces is that material processing and fabrication
can induce random surface roughness and surface distortions. Tailoring the
surface conditions is especially challenging for thermo-mechanically stable
materials, including refractory metals, such as tungsten (W), and polar
dielectrics, such as silicon carbide (SiC). Hence, recent numerical modelling
of the surface roughness has focused on the effects on the spectral
reflectivity and emissivity of such materials and shows a strong
dependency on the correlation length of the Gaussian surface, (Cao and
Sendur, 2019). Interface engineering optimisation occurs largely through
trial and error (Röttger et al., 2022), Röttger et al. define three central
challenges that account for this disconnect: i) the fusion of many different
types ofmeasurement for the same surface to capture themulti-scale nature
of roughness; ii) the technical complexity of implementing spectral analysis
methods, and of applying mechanical or numerical models to describe
surface performance; iii) a lack of consistency and compliance with ISO
standards in how surfaces are measured, quantified, and communicated.

However, there are some specific interface engineering examples
worth mentioning such as the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in the
next-generation electronics. Such CNT-metal systems have application
specific challenges, for instance, the controlled synthesis and placement of
CNTs in transistor applications. For bulk composites, a uniform
dispersion of CNTs is the main concern, however, poor interfacial
interaction between metals and CNTs is a more universal problem
(Daneshvar et al., 2021). Switching to metal joint interfaces, the
creation of an accurate equivalent method is of importance to
optimize the dynamic performance of whole machines (Han et al., 2019).

Another area of intense research activity is surface texturing to help in
the pursuit of low emissions and environmental sustainability of
mechanical systems to lower friction and control wear (Lu and Wood,
2020). The key challenges identified in the review are i) determining the
relationships between the scale of features and the contact area and ii) the
application of texturing in non-conformal contacts, iii) the long-term
performance of textures, iv) cost-benefit analysis of texturing should be
considered, v) more focus is needed on the suitable use of texturing to
reduce consumption of hydrocarbon-based lubricants in mechanical
applications, vi) modelling validations should use experimental tests
and vii) modelling needs to consider the actual manufactured textures
rather than the design surface and include lubricant decay and
contamination effects such as water contamination, soot contamination,
thermal degradation and additive depletion (Lu and Wood, 2020).
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